The smart elevator choice
After years of success as a commercial
elevator manufacturer, we have has answered
the call with the ultimate home elevator. The
VEU represents the first major change in the
home elevator industry in over 50 years. By
combining quality components, commercialgrade drive systems, a range of beautiful
finishes and a level of safety that is equal to or
exceeds the industry standard, the VEU clearly
is the new definition of what a home elevator
should be.

#108-11979 40th St. SE
Calgary, Alberta, T2Z 4M3
Tel: 403 700 7300
Info@Ascensionelevators.com
www.ascensionelevators.com

VEU

Home Elevator

As we are continuously improving our products, specifications outlined in this brochure are subject to change without notice. Due to the nature of the
printing process, colors shown in the brochure may not be an accurate representation of the actual product. Additionally, actual results may vary slightly from
samples, as all woods, regardless of type, are affected by age, light, heat, grain and color from one piece to another.
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Trust the Leader

Innovative Thinking

Dedicated to being world class

Employed throughout the design

In less than two decades we have grown to become the leader in home elevator systems.

Our team of engineers are always seeking out innovations that will enhance our products. The VEU

Trusted by architects, builders and homeowners, We are known for innovation, quality, expertise,

is evidence of that. It is also the only elevator of its kind to come equipped with either a manual

uncompromising commitment to safety and competitive pricing.

accordion gate or fully-automatic doors, or a combination of both. Add to that, the VEU was designed

From the thorough manufacturing and testing process we employ; to our detailed installation

as an MRL (Machine Room Less) system, that requires no additional space to accommodate the

approach; to the comprehensive service we provide, We are dedicated to doing everything it takes to

controller and drive system as both have been engineered to be strategically placed out of sight

be a truly world class elevator company.

inside the elevator shaft, freeing up extra space in your home. The VEU is powered by a unique drive

Part of a global company

many other home elevators, the VEU is a power miser, not using energy while sitting idle or traveling

We have partnered with the world’s largest fluitronic elevator company having in excess of 650,000

energy-efficient, Eco-friendly lights that illuminate automatically when the cab doors open and are

elevator systems installed worldwide. Through 50 years of continued development, we have a distinct

kept illuminated during power failures by an emergency backup power system.

system that can utilize either synthetic biodegradable fluid or standard hydraulic fluid and unlike
downward. To extend the green story even further, your elevator is equipped with four recessed,

technological advantage in the marketplace. This advanced technology is at the heart of every
home elevator.

Safety Conscious
Engineered for peace of mind

A Valuable Addition
Enhance a person’s life and their home

The VEU is manufactured to a level of safety that matches even commercial elevator systems. It
features an CSA/UL Approved PLC controller, a computer system that ensures the elevator stops
smoothly and precisely at floor level. If you choose a VEU with automatic sliding doors it will come
equipped with infrared motion sensors that prevent the doors from closing when an obstruction is

The reasons for adding an elevator to a home are many. It might be to provide the homeowner with

detected. The VEU also features commercial-grade controls. There’s even an on-board telephone, as

access to all levels of their home for years to come, despite the onset of health, aging or mobility

standard. Rest assured, if someone has a VEU, they have the safest elevator in the industry.

issues. Perhaps it’s to allow someone to transport equipment, furniture or heavy loads from floor to
floor. Or, maybe the reason for integrating a residential elevator is to add a distinctive touch and
increase the value of the home.
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The Smart Elevator Choice.
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Manual Gate for
Discrete Design

Automatic Doors for
Class and Convenience

For those who want convenience but also want

The convenience of being able to open and

their elevator to blend seamlessly into their home’s

close the elevator doors with a simple push of

decor, a manual gate is the solution. With this

a button makes automatic doors the ideal option

option a matching interior door can be installed

for people with mobility issues or for those times

in front of the elevator threshold. When the door

when the homeowners arms are full carrying

is closed, it looks just like any other doorway to a

groceries, furniture or other objects.

room in the house.

Want Design Flexibility?

Why build a dream home only to move out
years later because of all those stairs?
By incorporating our elevator into the plans,
mobility, health or aging issues down the road
are not a factor. A multi-level home will remain
accessible and livable for life. Even if the budget
won’t allow for an elevator to be installed now,
you can still plan ahead by ensuring the home’s
design includes stacked closets, which can later
transition into an elevator shaft.
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Accommodate your home design by choosing from
three basic designs.
Manual Gate
Swing door on landing, Manual Gate on car.
Hybrid
Swing door on landing, Automatic door on car.
Automatic
Automatic door on landing, Automatic door on car.

The Smart Elevator Choice.
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Finishes

Finishing Touches

Many rich natural woods to choose from

Distinctive details

Our engineers believe an elevator should appeal to one’s desire for functionality and aesthetics.

Like any other area of a home, it’s the finishing touches that allow the VEU to integrate beautifully with

With that in mind, the VEU is available in three standard wood species, oak, maple, and cherry. Other

a dwelling’s decor. From hall stations, handrails and lighting to operating panels, cab sills and doors,

wood species available upon request.

we provides an inspiring palette of colors, textures and styles to choose from.

Wall options

Standard wood finishes

Hall stations

Cab operating panel

Standard hall station plates. (2.75” x 4.50”)

The panel features
an integrated
touch phone pad,
stop switch and
illuminated
push buttons.

Stainless

White

Beige

Optional GILDA (4.00” x 7.75”)
Red oak

Maple

Available in finishes
to match hall stations.

Cherry

NOTE: Veneer samples shown are for reference only. Grain may vary and
not match photo exactly. We recommend staining and trim to be done on
site, in order to match existing finishes in the home.
Raised solid wood

Wood veneer
Mirrored
stainless

Manual gate

Automatic doors

Brushed
stainless

Antique

Mirrored
brass

Brushed
brass

Cab handrails

Cab lighting

Button Types

Matching handrails are available in various materials
and finishes.

Energy efficient,
Eco-friendly lights.

Face material / LED options

Stainless/Blue LED

Brushed stainless

Bronze with smoked
acrylic inserts

Wood veneer inserts

Also available with vinyl laminate inserts.

Cab sills

Wood veneer

Brushed
stainless steel

Brushed brass

Solid wood

Chrome steel

Brass/Red LED

Beige powder coat

Wood door frames shown. Wood door frames and trim supplied and
installed by builder on site to drawings supplied by elevator contractor.
Stainless steel and Beige powder coated frames available at additional cost.

Available on both Manual gate and Automatic doors

Stainless/Red LED

Customer Service and Support
When someone becomes our customer, they receive more than an industry-leading elevator—they
also receive a company-wide commitment to ensuring their complete satisfaction throughout the life
of their elevator. If a customer requires maintenance, repair or has a question or concern, we promise

Clear anodized
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Gold anodized

Bronze anodized

to respond to their inquiry and address their needs promptly and professionally.

The Smart Elevator Choice.
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